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By Jim Mario* 
Ceotrlbutiag Editar 
Red tape may be keeping a rock concert from campus 
this month and its sponsors are wondering    why. 
Cralg Taliaferro, a former University student, tried to 
set up Jan. 31 as a date on which to bring four groups to 
campus for a concert, the proceeds from which would go 
toward expanding a drug help center he and volunteers 
have begun in the city. 
The groups included The JamesGang, Rail, The Looney 
Tunes and a possibility of Joan Baa also performing, 
Taliaferro said. 
TALIAFERRO believes administrators have pur- 
posely blocked his attempts to organize the program. 
He said people to whom he had explained the project, 
and from whom he asked for support and help in the 
program, now deny knowledge of his plans. 
He believes the roadblocking is a result of the 
University not wanting its name aligned with the drug 
scene in any way. 
"The hassles I've been through are just unbelievable," 
said Taliaferro. 
"First, I was told I couldn't have any University space 
because I was no longer a student here. So, I solved tliat. 
Concert plans in limbo 
My wife's a student here. 
"BUT, THEN the Administration told me I needed an 
official sponsor for the concert. So I got the United 
Christian Fellowship to support me. 
"Now, I've been told UCF might not be the correct 
organization to support such an event," he said. 
Dr. Jamas G. Bond, vice president for student af- 
fairs, told The News Friday that neither Taliaferro 
or any members of the center or his friends had ap- 
proached him on the matter. 
Taliaferro said he explained the entire situation to Dr. 
Bond two weeks ago, and that Dr. Bond promised him an 
answer which never came. 
Dean of Students Raymond Whittaker said only thai he 
and Taliaferro discussed the concert "in casual, on-the- 
surface conversation only." He said, "We never got into 
any specifics." 
Taliaferro denies this. 
"I EXPLAINED it aU to him before-every detail. I 
don't know why he doesn't want to admit it," he said. 
Taliaferro requested help from the space assignments 
office where, he said, they initially offered to grant his 
organization space in MemorialHall, but later refused it, 
claiming someone had already reserved the hall for the 
same date. 
Richard Bryson of Space Assignments said the prior 
reservation difficulty was the only reason his office 
couldn't help Taliaferro's group. 
"Later, they requested dates in February, but those 
dates, too. were booked in Memorial Hall because of the 
UAO concert," Bryson said. 
Dick I«nhart. assistant dean of students, was also 
approached by Taliaferro. 
"I UNDERSTOOD the reason MemorialHall was asked 
for was because one of the four groups wanted $2000 for 
their performance and Craig needed a big place for a 
paying audience so there could be some kind of profit after 
expenses were covered," Ienhart said. 
Taliaferro still sees the drug center as the hang-up. 
"Drugs, apparently, are still a hard thing for some 
people  here to talk about," said Taliaferro. 
"And that's too bad. The money we could have raised 
from the concert could have given us funds to enlarge the 
center we really need in this community. 
"We have a center now, operating out of my apartment 
on Eighth Street, but we need some financial assistance to 
pay some people, to expand a professional  medial 
referral staff to help kids with drug problems-there's a 
million things we could do with the money." 
Taliaferro, himself a convicted drug user, has been 
active in drug help work since his release from Jail last 
year. 
PLANS FOR A center would include 24-hour-a-day 
service to anyone needing care, and a speaker's bureau 
which would moderate discussions and give talks to area 
groups about the drug scene. 
"We're working closely with Crisis Phone (352-PLUS) 
now, and feel we've been a real help to students and city 
residents who call for our services." 
The concert plans are still in limbo however, and 
Taliaferro doesn't know when, or if, he can get the groups 
together again to agree on a performance date. 
An 
Independent 
Student 
Voice THe BG news Bowling Green. Ohio Wednesday, January 27, 1971 Volume 55 Number 74 
Gusts 'raise a roof 
Blowin' in the wind 
- Nawtphot. by Brian St.iUn* 
SNOW AND colder temperatures are forecast for today with the 
high between 10 and 15 degrees. Bowling Green seems to be 
paying for the relatively light winter it has experienced so far. 
By Gale Bogle 
Staff Reporter 
If you had the feeling something was 
pushing you around yesterday, it could 
have been the wind. It was blowing 53 
miles per hour yesterday morning with 
gusts that reached 60 mph during the 
day. 
Memorial Hall lost part of its roof that 
was almost perfectly triangular in shape 
and 70 feet on a side, according to Earl 
Rupright, director of maintenance 
services. 
Rupright said a second roof was put on 
Memorial Hall five or six years ago. He 
said the wind got between the old and 
new roof, creating a vacuum along the 
west wall, causing the roof to blow off. 
MEMORIAL HALL was roped off to 
keep people from being hit by pieces of 
the roof, Rupright said. 
Most of the damage occurred between 
lOandlla.m. He said maintenance men 
were on the roof at the time but they 
could not do anything about it because of 
the wind. 
Men couldn't handle materials 
because, "if you picked anything up it 
would act like a kite and pick you up," he 
said. 
A roofing company was called in to 
use special nails on the section of old roof 
that was left under the part that blew off, 
according to Rupright. 
The nails have three-inch heads and 
are used to prevent further damage in 
cases like this, he said. 
HE ADDED THAT there was some 
water leakage but it could be repaired 
from the inside and the building was safe 
to use. 
The only other damage reported was 
to the post between the main doors of 
MoseleyHall. Rupright said the wind 
slammed the doors so hard it broke the 
center post. 
Temperatures were expected to drop 
last night to five below. This tem- 
perature combined with wind gusts of 50 
mph would produce a chill factor of 63 
below zero. 
UP TO SIX INCHES of snow was 
predicted by this morning and hazardous 
driving warnings are posted. 
Thousands of dollars in damage were 
reported all over the state with winds and 
snow flurries reaching blizzard-like 
proportions in many places. 
In Columbus winds leveled a building 
under construction at the Sears 
Distribution Center and damaged other 
buildings in the complex. Damage was 
estimated at $75,000. 
Ohio Turnpike officials banned 
trailers from Exit 1 to Exit   11 because 
there were so many dead tree limbs on 
the road. 
CINCINNATI    EXPERIENCED 
traffic problems caused by the strong, 
gusty winds, streets were littered with 
branches and a few trees were uprooted. 
Several store windows were blown out at 
a shopping center in the northern part of 
the city. 
Power disruptions were reported in 
scattered areas. There were many 
reports of broken windows &nd over- 
turned mail boxes and newspaper racks. 
High temperatures today are forecast 
from 10-15, along with snow flurries. 
Candidates: rep 
should not vote 
The three candidates running for the 
student seat on the Board of Trustees feel 
that the student shouldn't have a vote in 
the board's decisions. 
Joe Jerome, junior (BA), Dick 
Piaskett, junior (A & S), and Cathy 
Dietlin, junior (ED) feel that having a 
vote would p'dce the student in a peculiar 
situation in relation to the University 
president. 
"A vote would in effect place the 
student over the president," Jerome 
said, explaining that the president can 
not vote on the board. 
He feels that other important con- 
siderations such as the University senate 
concept, a student grievance committee 
and a revision of the dorm system come 
before gaining a student vote on the 
board. 
JEROME FEELS that he is qualified 
for the position. 
"I've been a dorm resident advisor, 
active in the Interfraternity Council and 
a member of Student Council," he said. 
Jerome added that the student who is 
elected for the board position must be 
able to give it a lot of time. 
"The student holds off ice hours, and 
put in large amounts of research," he 
said, even though the student who wins 
the election will have the two other 
candidates for a staff. 
Miss Dietlin feels that the initial 
student representative in the board will 
be in a period of experimentation. 
"This first student will pave the way 
for other students who will follow. The 
first can make or break the entire 
program." she commented. 
She feels that she should wait until 
she gets on the board before she dan 
determine what she would do. 
"THE REPRESENTATIVE will have 
to put a lot of time into research on this 
campus and on other campuses," she 
said. 
Richard Piaskett became interested 
with last year's initial push to place a 
student on the board. 
He has worked closely with the 
University committees dealing with the 
interim code and the Scranton Report on 
campus disorders. 
"I feel that some of the greatest 
services I can perform for the students 
are in getting board action on many 
student needs that usually get tabled, like 
the Greek village concept," Piaskett 
said. 
HE FEELS that the best way to 
communicate with the students would be 
to set up a post box where they could send 
suggestions, or possibly establish a 
phone service. 
The candidates will be selected in a 
referendum to be held Jan. 27-29 in 
University Hall. 
PARTS  OF  Memorial   Hall's 
miles per hour yesterday. 
N.wtohoto by   Boon   St.it.nt 
roof  were   strewn around the building by high winds which reached S3 
■To our readers...1 
Remember the 5th? 
Remember the 5th edition? 
It was the tabloid-size newspaper 
that filled The News boxes every 
Monday last quarter, bringing you 
feature and in-depth articles on 
everything from President Nixon to 
the Mansfield Reformatory. 
Well, it's struggling for its life 
right now...caught in the familiar 
bureaucratic stranglehold known 
popularly as red tape. 
The problem is a financial one. 
The News budget is geared to 
publish four issues weekly. So, any 
increase in publication days would 
naturally necessitate a proportional 
budget hike. 
Publication of the 5th edition was 
begun in September without any 
explicit promises for the budget 
increase from the administration, 
however. All that was to be worked 
out during the fall quarter. 
As the quarter got underway, The 
News periodically forwarded 
projections of necessary costs to 
President Moore and others in the 
administration hierarchy in an 
effort to determine whether or not 
funds would be available. Three 
memoranda were sent or delivered 
in all. 
An answer was promised by the 
end of ihe quarter. Contacted the 
last day of examination week, 
President Moore reported that no 
decision had been reached, but 
promised an answer before classes 
resumed in January. 
January came, but there was still 
no answer. Contacted, the President 
promised an answer the following 
week.  That  date,  however,   was 
moved back again. And again. And 
again. 
Last week the vice presidents 
were called in to make a decision, as 
President Moore was scheduled to 
leave town for a swing of Western 
alumni associations. 
It was decided that an audit was 
needed to determine exactly how 
much our budget needed. So, an 
audit was taken. 
Then, somebody decided that the 
whole matter should have gone 
through the University Publications 
Committee in the first place. So - 
although the body earlier discussed 
the matter to a considerable extent - 
they will meet next week to, 
hopefully, make a recommendation 
one way or the other as to the fate of 
the 5th. 
Why wasn't specific budget 
approval obtained in the first place? 
Quite frankly, nobody anticipated a 
hassle of these proportions. 
Much like the old traffic accident 
philosophy, red-tape always tangles 
somebody else's problems. It never 
happens to you. 
So, we're waiting and wondering 
along with you as to just when the 
next 5th edition will grace The News 
boxes. 
With luck, it could return in two 
weeks. Without luck, it may not 
return until next year....if it returns 
at all. 
We've got several editions un- 
derway, and a number of other iHeas 
in the wings. All we need Is 
somebody with a pair of scissors to 
slice through the tape. 
•"> 
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the drug center 
The Administration should lend a helping hand to Craig 
Tallaferro and his plans to establish a better Drug Care 
Center in Bowling Green. 
They can help by smashing through whatever red tape 
exists which has thus tar kept a tirm date trom being tlxed 
on the proposed concert. Profits from it could be well used 
to expand the center's scope and services. 
Often times, however, for reasons of conscience, or 
looking out for the reputation of the University, some good 
ideas and people are put off, despite their noble intentions. 
So what if Craig Taliaferro is no longer a student here? 
Put another name on the space assignments application or 
wherever else it's needed. 
And, likewise, if an administrator would work with 
Taliaferro's group instead of posing problems, the other 
difficulties could be resolved. 
The News is already on record as supporting the Drug 
Center, and believes It can work effectively in combining 
its efforts with Crisis Phone (352-PLUS). 
We feel it would be a shame if the proposed concert 
could not be held. It appears a fine way for those con- 
nected with the Center to raise money for their goal. 
The whole point Is, if something is worth endorsing, 
let's endorse it. Particularly when the benefits accrue as 
much to University students as anyone else. 
Lip service isn't enough. Only positive action can get 
the University and the entire Bowling Green community 
what is needed here-a Drug Help Center. 
opinion 
news 
Lerrers 
a note of thanks 
Dear Alan White, and all concerned with     from each of you. 
"The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail": 
A note of deep thanks for putting on 
the special matinee performance. You 
deepened our understanding of American 
Literature and gave us a good play. 
I am especially appreciative of the 
extra efforts you put forth-on top of a 
schedule which already demanded much 
For a time you involved us in art-and 
that transcends the limits of our own 
time, place and life. 
Right on! 
Carlene Blanchard 
Assistant professor of English 
507 Knollwood Dr. 
it's not who wins • •• 
I would like to suggest that the BG 
hockey team not be required to put up 
with such ridiculous restraints on the 
object of the game as skates, safety 
helmets, padding, officials and score 
keeping, let's forget this hypocrisy 
about trying to win the game and con- 
centrate on the real crowd pleasing 
object of the game, that is, maiming the 
opposing players.    Just turn the boys 
loose on the ice with sticks and let them 
go to it! 
Perhaps we could throw in a couple of 
women mudwrestlers in the intermission 
show. Remember, its not who wins or 
loses-but how the game is played. 
All power to the Roman Circus, 
Jack E. Brown Jr. 
350 S. Grove 
advice to nixon and his g.o.p. 
' By Brian Steffens 
Photo Editor 
Shortly after the 1968 Presidential election, Kevin P. Phillips published a book that 
was heralded as the flight plan of the GOP for the next four years. Phillips reportedly 
set down in his book the actions President Nixon should take during his term in office 
in order for the GOP to be re-elected in 1972. 
Violence and turbulence surrounded the 1988 elections. Now there is a relative 
calm across the country. Sure, there is discontent and bombings and the like, but 
ulUmately, nothing to compare with the Watts and Newark and Detroit black 
uprisings nor the Kent State or Wisconsin or Kansas student rebellions. It would now 
appear that Nixon and Phillips have made some headway in their bid for a GOP 
victory in 1972. 
However, both Nixon and Phillips have missed the boat in their legislative shuffle 
for security, law and order. Students threw demonstrations, riots and what-not under 
the guise of many causes, be it poverty, discrimination, Cambodia. Yet Nixon was 
smart enough to realize that the best way to restore peace and quiet among the 
students was to eliminate that which effected the students personally (the old hit em 
in the pocketbook strategy )-the draft. 
Although students sympathized with the blacks, the poor, and objected to a war 
that we we're" not out to win. the biggest enthusiasm centered around an unjust 
selective service I selective slavery) system that sent or threatened to send every 
male student off to a war they did not believe in. And Nixon got results. 
About half the male students found they no longer were threatened by the draft, 
thus they were not directly effected by the government, thus there have been fewer 
and fewer significant demonstrations of any kind on any cause. 
Yet, Nixon did not go far enough. He should have eliminated the draft entirely. 
America has never had conscription during peacetime until the end of WW II. Con- 
scription heretofore had been considered as an infringement on Individual rights- 
taxation without representation, slavery, forced labor. 
Further, the Gates Commission {appointed by Nixon himself) has recommended 
the end of the draft. Senators and Congressmen have also demanded an end to the 
draft  Nixon says he will not end the draft because a standing army is necessary in 
this day and age. I would dispute the necessity for a manpower oriented military 
when we have the capability to push a button and kill everyone in the world five times 
over. 
However, to appease those who still think a standing army imperative, an 
alternative to the draft has been proposed-the volunteer military. 
This is not a unique proposal when related to the history of America. It has been 
the rule while the draft has been the exception. It is a unique proposal in another way, 
however. Liberal Senator Mark Hatfield and conservative Senator Barry Goldwater 
have united on this issue to co-sponsor the bill in Congress. Further, the Gates 
Commission has recommended the substitution of the volunteer military for the draft. 
Even the former House majority leader, Mike Mansfield supports the volunteer 
military proposal. 
Yet, Nixon refused to listen to his own commission and leaders of both parties. He 
listens to Stennis who says the economists are wrong and that a volunteer military 
would not work and would cost too much and would discriminate against the poor. 
Evidently Nixon and Stennis feel that they are the best economists around, 
leading economists of all ideologies, be it Friedman or Mannis. support the volunteer 
military concept. 
Granted the pay rate, services, etc. will have to be increased to lure volunteers and 
keep them. However, this increase in expenditure for these purposes would be offset 
by the fewer training programs needed to train the volunteers. 
As it stands now, the military must train thousands of men every three months and 
then loses those same men two years later. The proponents of the volunteer military 
point out that with volunteers, they would only need to conduct mass training once or 
twice a yar for fewer men because they would not lose the men every two years. 
Thus, they predict a savings in the long run. 
Those who say the volunteer army would be mercenary in nature overlook the fact 
that the leaders of the military now are career men (volunteers) and that ROTC and 
the academics would provide civilian oriented manpower. 
And as for the discrimination of the poor, Senator Mansfield pointed out just the 
other day that such is the case in the present system. 
Of course there are other things Nixon could do-like end the war, but I doubt that 
Nixon will be the man that he said he would be. Too bad the students are pacified. 
•our man hoppe- 
the gogolath's cage 
By Arthur Hoppr 
National Columnist 
Once upon a time in the country called 
Wonderfuland. they needed young men to 
clean out the Gogolath's cage. It was an 
awful job. 
It was dirty and dull and demanding 
and downright dangerous. For quite 
often the Gogolath ate up the young men 
who tried to clean out its rage 
Moreover, the pay was only a pittance. It 
was an awfully awful job. 
Yet for a hundred years and more the 
young men of Wonderfuland had actually 
volunteered for the job. "Somebody's got 
to do it," they would say, shouldering 
their shovels and marching off to work. 
And the bands would play and the 
flags would wave and people would take 
off their hats and cry, "Huzzah, for our 
brave boys!" So everybody was 
reasonably content. 
But the Gogolath kept getting bigger 
and bigger. And dirtier and dirtier. 
More and more young men were needed 
to clean out its cage. Fewer and fewer 
volunteered. 
For one thing, most young men had 
come to realize what an awfully awful job 
it was. For another, the pay was still a 
pittance. 
WELFARE AT THE WALDORF 
A young man could make ten times as 
much being a dentist, twenty times as 
much being a doctor and thirty times as 
much being a plumber - all jobs that 
were sanitary, stimulating, satisfying 
and superbly safe. 
The Elders of Wonderfuland were 
aghast. "Why, this is the most important 
Job of all. Somebody simply must do it. 
But who?" 
Then they had an idea. "We arc 
giving you a patriotic choice," they 
happily told the young men, "two years 
in the Gogolath's cage or five years in 
Jail." 
The young men weren't happy.   To 
! am I WORKING here 
when I could be a GUEST?' 
"Now ho wants Room Service!1 
escape either alternative, some fled the 
country. Some feigned homosexuality, 
bed wetting, religion or water on the 
knee. Some went to Jail. Most went 
grudgingly off to the Gogolath's cage. 
But all too many lost faith in Won- 
derfuland and its precepts of freedom 
and justice. 
There were riots and rebellions and 
rumors of revolution.  The young hated 
the old and the old loathed the young. 
The country was being torn apart. 
A wise leader named Richard of 
Whittier arose and said: "Instead of 
forcing our young men to go clean the 
Gogolath's cage, let us offer to pay them 
what the job is worth. Then they wiU 
volunteer again." 
But the other Elders frowned and 
shook their heads. "We can't afford it," 
they said. "We're saving a bundle doing 
it this way." 
Of course, the Elders raised the pay of 
mailmen, to attract more volunteer 
mailmen. And they raised the pay of 
bureaucrats, to attract more volunteer 
bureaucrats. And they even raised their 
own pay, presumably to attract more 
volunteer Elders. 
But they did save a bundle by con- 
tinuing to force the young men into the 
Gogolath's cage for only a pittance. 
Naturally, the young men grumbled 
and groused and griped. Naturally, they 
kept to the corners of the cage, as far 
from the Gogolath's jaws as possible. 
Naturally, they sassed their superiors, 
disobeyed orders, fought among them- 
selves and did a generally awful Job of 
the awful job. And naturally, bitterness 
and disillusionment grew. 
Finally, of course, the Gogolath's 
cage burst. And while Wonderfuland 
somehow survived, it wasn't very 
wonderful any more. 
Moral:   You get what you pay for. 
opinion 
less important places 
By Barb Jacols 
Editorial EdkXr 
Last week, while interviewing for a teaching position in one of the state's public 
school districts, a question was posed to me that I wasn' t able to answer. 
The question had nothing to do with my personal philosophies of education or my 
career goals. It had to do with the University's policy of assigning graduate 
assistants to teaching positions in freshman-level courses. 
Toe interviewer had just finished speaking with a student who had completed two 
quarters toward a master's degree and had been teaching 100-level courses in her 
field. He wasn't impressed at all with the student's credentials-she had done average 
work in undergraduate studies and hadn't done impressively well in her graduate 
work. 
The interviewer was appalled that such a person should be entrusted with 
beginning students. He said that he would hesitate to hire her even for a secondary 
post-let alone a college course. 
He added that this incident lowered his opinion of BGSU as an educational in- 
stitution and he wondered if this was standard p.-actice. 
I told him that many students are offered assistantships in various departments 
within the University and that some of them end up teaching basic level courses. 
He asked me if I'd had courses taught by beginning graduate students. I told him 
that I'd had several. 
It was then that he said he though less of my educational background for that fact. 
The interviewer said that most of the students in the school system he represented 
were taught by experienced teachers, many of which had done work toward their 
masters or had completed their masters degrees. 
He explained that the schools' counselors and the students' parents take great 
pains in helping to choose a University for their college-bound students, but that he 
feels their high school education is far superior to what they would receive at a 
University which lets inexperienced beginning graduate students handle courses of 
"higher" learning. 
Then came the question: 
"Why do they do it?" 
"I don't know-to save money I guess." 
"There are a lot less important places where they could pinch pennies, if 
necessary, aren't there?" 
"Well, yes, but...but it gives students interested in beginning their graduate work a 
chance to earn some money and get some experience at the same time." (Pretty good 
reasoning, I thought.) 
"At the expense of students like you. "he said. 
I told him that I had never felt particularly cheated because I didn't have a Ph.D 
for English 111 or Speech 102, but as I said the words, I realized that 1 hadn't presented 
a very effective defense for the grad assistants. 
When I left the Placement Office I began to think over some of the things the in- 
terviewer had said to me. 
"There are a lot of less important places...." 
I thought of the cost of remodeling the Mid-Am room and the Rathskellar, the 
fountain in frontof the Ad building, the murals in the Education building and Conklin 
Hall and the "Bridge Over Troubled Water" sculpture. 
"There are a lot of less important places..." 
'We're Letting You Return To Russia, Mr. 
Ivar.ov, But Only With Your Solemn 
Promise To . . . Mr. Ivanov!' 
■me BG news 
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Gundella discusses witches 
By AM Hoibauer 
According to Webstar a 
witch is, among other things, a 
"toothless, bony old hag". 
Monday night In the Grand 
Ballroom of the Union, Mrs. 
Marian Kuclo, alias Witch 
Gundella, disproved this and 
other popular misconceptions 
about witches. 
Mrs. Kuclo has been a 
schoolteacher in Wayne 
County, Michigan, for 22 
years.and is married with four 
children. 
Gundella traces her family 
back to the Green Witches of 
Scotland of the 14th century. 
Agnew 
Although witchcraft is a 
tradition in her family-her 
mother and grandmother 
were witches- Witch Gundella 
said that "witches are made, 
not born." 
She said that everyone is 
born with psychic powers but 
these powers must be 
developed and practiced in 
order to be used correctly and 
effectively. 
Anyone can decide to be a 
witch, she stressed, then go 
through training and be 
initiated into a coven. 
Gundella defined a witch as 
a member of a coven-two to 13 
deals blow 
to rules changes 
N.w.pholo by Jim Fi.dl.r 
WITCH GUNDELLA, ALSO known as Mrs. Marian Kuclo, told an audience 
of 200 Monday night that everyone is born with psychic powers which can be 
developed and practiced. 
Jail strike continues; 
unnecessary work stops 
COLUMBUS, (AP) - 
Guards at the3hio Peniten- 
tiary went on 12-hour shifts 
today as more than two-thirds 
of the men carried a strike 
into its second day. 
All non-essential work was 
stopped. Warden Harold J. 
Cardwell said the 143 men 
available were enough to 
maintain custody at the 
present time. He said three 
men came to work yesterday 
who were not there Monday. 
Cardwell said he had no 
plans at the moment to seek 
outside help11guard prisoners. 
Prisoners remained locked 
in their cells except for meals, 
and prison officials ordered 
extra movies to entertain the 
convicts. 
Cardwell said neither he 
nor State Corrections Chief 
Bennett J. Cooper plan any 
further meetings with leaders 
of the strikers. 
"They want to talk with the 
governor or the legislature," 
Cardwell said. "They were 
very friendly to me. They 
know 1 can't do anything about 
their pay scales." 
Gov. John J. Gilligan was 
expected to return to the 
Statehouse from Washington 
later yesterday. 
"We have enough people to 
maintain custody at the 
present time," Cardwell said. 
"We have divided them into 
two 12-hour shift* and I 
believe with this arrangement 
that we will be able to get by." 
The prison, housing about 
1,700 inmates, is authorized 
360 guards. 
"We have 143 people 
working," Cardwell said, 
"but that includes supervisors 
and treatment personnel and 
operations people. Many of 
them are former corrections 
officers and so they are 
familiar with the work." 
Cardwell said the prison 
hospital, electric power plant, 
laundry, dining room and 
visiting procedures are all 
normal. The shoe factory, 
print shop, machine shop, 
vocational and academic 
schools and all outside work 
have been closed or cancelled. 
Cardwell said both he and 
Cooper favor a pay raise for 
the guards, who now start at 
12.89 per hour. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice 
President Spiro T. Agnew 
dealt a blow today to the hopes 
of senators urging a change in 
the Senate's rules to make it 
easier to shut off filibusters. 
He announced he will 
submit to the Senate for 
decision any questions in- 
volving the constitutionality of 
procedures in the fight over 
the filibuster rule. 
The effect is to make these 
issues subject to debate which 
can be cut off only by a two- 
thirds majority of senators 
voting. 
The position taken by 
Agnew is in line with that of 
Presidents Richard Nixon and 
Lyndon B. Johnson when each 
presided over the Senate as 
vice president. 
Agnew set to the course he 
will foUow in the rule fight in 
response to a question by Sen. 
James B. Allan (D-Ala.), one 
of the southern Democrats 
who have organized to resist 
any change in the filibuster 
rule. 
Two years ago, in a similar 
opening-session fight over the 
rule, Hubert H. Humphrey 
was vice president and made a 
precedent-shattering ruling 
that at the start of a new 
Congress the Senate had a 
WANTED: 
RETAIL STORE MANAGER 
FOR YOUNG SWINGING SHOP 
SOON TO RE OPENED IN 
ROWLING GREEN 
Gal With Ready To Wear 
Experience Preferred 
Reply to Mr. Bruce Wogaman 
P 0 Box 297 
Bowling Green. Ohio 
MCY II Presents 
'The movie is extraordinarily blunt 
about, and singularly preoccupied 
with naked bodies,..And yet is one of 
the few illuminating - not to say 
harrowinq — portrayals of a schizophrenic 
crack up I have ever seen! 
- RICHARD SCHICKEL 
«&,0p-- LIFE MAGAZINE 
11.00 
Jon. 2 7.29.30,    105 honno, 28, 201 May.. 
Rip Torn/Sally Kirkland/Viveca Lindfors 
Music/Jefferson Airplane 
A Kaleidoscope Film by Milton Moses Ginsberg 
Produced by Israel Davis Andrew J. Koehn 
THE SWEETHEARTS OF 
PHI KAPPA PSI 
CONGRATULATE 
THEIR NEW OFFICERS: 
President 
Vice President 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer 
Recording Secretary 
Historian 
Sergeant at Arms 
Messenger 
Chaplain 
House Manager 
Pledge Trainer 
John Ulrich 
Kurt Dietsch 
Tim Beatty 
Dave Hughes 
Phil Gilbert 
John Roler 
Eorl Hawke 
Harry Haberer 
Jeff Korona 
Bill Cooper 
Dave Hughes 
MacDonald's Delivery 
Service 
Free Delivery on Orders over S2.00 
Times for Delivery: 
Sun-Thur....7pm - 10:30 p.m. 
Fri-Sat... 7p.m. - 12:00 
352-7474 
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^* 
We have initiated deliveries as a 
Service to our community.  Se we may 
serve more people with greater speed, 
we hope you will gather your friends 
and have your orders processed as one. 
CALL US 
TONIGHT 
constitutional right to shut off 
debate by a simple majority 
vote. 
But an appeal was taken 
from Humphrey's ruling and 
the Senate, by a 53-45 vote, 
refused to sustain him. 
As the battle got under way 
at Tuesday's session, Agnew 
said: "In response to any 
point of order as to the con- 
stitutionality of the procedure, 
or as to whether or not the 
Senate is a continuing body 
which involves a con- 
stitutional question, the chair, 
under the uniform precedents 
of the Senate, will submit the 
same to the Senate for 
decision." 
people who meet regularly on 
traditional witchcraft Sab- 
baths and practice rituals in 
the tradition of the 14th cen- 
tury. 
She said that this has 
nothing to do with the 
Satanism cult whose beliefs 
are not the same as those of 
witches. 
Gundella listed the beliefs 
of the the witchcraft cult as, a 
belief in a universal source of 
power that all things come 
from and will return to, a 
belief in reincarnation, and a 
belief in magic. 
Witchcraft, a fertility cult, 
is often associated with the 
image of nude witches dan- 
cing around in circles in the 
night. The fertility symbolizes 
the fertility of the earth. 
Gundella explained the 
nudity as being simply a 
matter of comfort. She said 
that the absence of clothes 
allows complete freedom in 
the working of rituals, but she 
wore a green, loose-fitting 
robe for warmth and to prove 
the unimportance of color. 
The traditional black- 
clothed witch is a relic of the 
days when witchcraft was 
illegal  and  witches  had  to 
move around unseen at night, 
she said. 
Her name, Gundella, taken 
at her Initiation into the coven, 
is also a remnant of the past 
when witches took other 
names to disguise their true 
identity, she explained. 
At a coven meeting, she 
stated, a religious service 
takes place in which the 
assembled witches raise a 
"cone of power" to work a 
speU. 
Gundella defined a spell as 
a process of getting a picture 
In your mind of a particular 
goal, transmitting this idea to 
the mind of your subject and 
making them act upon it. 
He stressed that there is 
nothing supernatural about 
this, and that it is only magic 
bcause there Isn't a scientific 
explanation for it. 
Gundella maintained that 
people are constantly giving 
off positive and negative 
vibrations that affect those 
around them. 
But she believes that these 
vibrations can be controlled to 
obtain desired results, and 
that one can attain one's ends 
by working a ritual or spell. 
Three       necessary 
ingredients listed by Gundella 
for working a spell are: the 
personal desire or will for a 
goal, imagination or the 
ability to picture in your mind 
the goal, and the faith that you 
will achieve It 
She stated that the ritual of 
mixing dragon's blood (or tree 
sap) with sulphur as a potion 
Is a prop to give a person 
confidence in their power. 
The incantation is simply a 
statement of your goal. The 
ritual itself Is not the reason 
for the success of the spell, she 
stressed, but it helps focus and 
concentrate the power to that 
end. 
"Magic is a tool; it can be 
used for good purposes or evil 
purposes." She went on to say 
that most witches are careful 
about working evil spells 
because of their belief in 
reincarnation. Evil done to 
someone in one life will be 
returned to the doer in another 
life. 
She maintained that the 
power of magic is in positive 
thinking "Once you can 
control your own mental 
powers, you can begin to 
control the mental powers of 
others." 
U.A.O. 
BRIDGE 
TOURNAMENT 
1:00 P.M. Sn.day Jii. 31     Eitry FM 
3® 
50t 
AI.MRi ROOM U.ioi PRIZES 
CHESS CLUB 
Meeting 
Way.. ROOM U-io. 
S.iday Jai. 31 2-5 p.m. 
STUDENT AID FUND 
The Idea: 
THE   IDEA OF A  STUDENT  FUNDED  FINANCIAL AID  PROGRAM 
IS NOT UNIQUE TO BOWLING GREEN.     SEVERAL SCHOOLS,   INCLUDING 
OHIO  STATE,   HAVE  TRIED  SUCH  A PROGRAM,   AND MOST  HAVE   FOUND 
IT VERY SUCCESSFUL.     MOST SIMPLY,  THE PROGRAM   IS BASED ON 
TWO PRINCIPLES:   FUNDS COLLECTED THROUGH VOLUNTARY CONTRI- 
BUTIONS OF THE MEMBERS OF THE  STUDENT BODY ARE ADMINISTERED 
THROUGH A  SYSTEM DEVISED BY   STUDENTS TO SUIT  THEIR OWN 
NEEDS. 
And... 
Who's to Gain? 
VERY   SIMPLY,   IT'S  UP TO  YCU.     AS  A  STUDENT,   YOU CAN 
HELP MAKE THE CHOICE BY RETURNING THE MAIL BALLOT SENT TO 
YOU BY THE  STUDENT GOVERNMENT. 
DON'T GET HUNG-UP ON THE PERCEPTION THAT THIS WON'T 
DIRECTLY BENEFIT~YO0T~RESEARCH HAS SHOWN THAT EVEN SOME 
FAMILIES WITH $12,000.00+ A YEAR   INCOMES DO NEED FINANCIAL 
ASSISTANCE   IN ORDER TO MAKE   IT POSSIBLE  FOR THETR CHILD 
TO ATTEND COLLEGE.    THIS  INFORMATION CAN BE EXAMINED  IN 
THE  UNIVERSITY  FINANCIAL AIDS OFFICE. 
WITH ADEQUATE PARTICIPATION  FROM THE  STUDENT BODY, 
WE COULD EASILY  MORE  THAN  DOUBLE   THE  AMOUNT PRESENTLY 
AVAILABLE  FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.    THINK ABOUT   IT! 
FURTHER QUESTIONS? 
CALL US 2-2951 
' 
Pooe 4/The BG News, Wednesdoy, January 27, 1971 
Nixon asks action on bills 
WASHINGTON (AP) - In 
hii tint special menage of 
1971, President Nixon 
yesterday called for early 
enactment of 40 bills 
originally submitted last year. 
He noted some "have been 
modified to meet legitimate 
concerns expressed by 
members of the Congress." 
The proposals cover a wide 
variety of problem areas, 
ranging from aid to school 
districts facing desegregation 
problems to recommended 
Increases in airline fairs to 
help finance anti-hijacking 
programs. 
Nixon said his initial 
request of the new year "1» 
that the unfinished business of 
the 91st Congress be made the 
first business of the 92nd." He 
said: 
"I believe that the items of 
unfinished business I propose 
today merit the prompt and 
careful consideration of the 
Congress. I believe they are 
good measures, I believe they 
are wise proposals. I believe 
they art necessary legislation. 
I urge the Congress to act 
favorably upon them." 
Under the desegregation 
aid program, first submitted 
last May 21, school districts 
would receive $1.5 billion by 
mid-1972 to help meet the costs 
of implementing 
desegregation plans or in 
eliminating or easing racial 
isolation in the classrooms. 
The anti-hijacking revenue 
measure would add one-half of 
one per cent to the present 
eight per cent federal tax on 
airline passenger tickets and 
would boost from $3 to $& the 
departure tax on all in- 
ternational flights. 
He also called anew for a 
substantial increase in annual 
use taxes paid by large trucks 
and would raise the federal 
tax on diesel fuel to six cents a 
gallon from four cents. 
Price reports due 
Associated '-•• ">•••"•"' 
CHARLES MANSON, convicted of murder Monday in the slayings of ac- 
tress Sharon Tate and six others, leaves the courtroom after the reading of 
the verdict. The prosecuting attorney in the case plans to ask for the death 
penalty. 
'Lost and found' sets 
Feb. 16 auction date 
An auction of all mer- 
chandise turned in to the lost 
and found department of 
Campus Security will be held 
Feb. 16 in the forum of the 
Student Services Bldg. 
Items to be auctioned in- 
clude   bicycles,   rings,   and 
STA&1VM jtiet*a 
- NOW PLAYING- 
Eva. at 7:30, 9:30 - Sat. & Sun. Mat. at 2, 4, 5:40 
Behind every "successful" man is an 
understanding woman.. .or two.. .or Hi reel 
"I LOVE MY...WIFE" "I LOVE MY...WIFE" 
ELLIOTT GOULD 
IN A DAVID L WOLPER Production 
"I LOVE MY...WIFE" 
A UNIVERSAL PICTUnf   TECHNICOLOR"    [*,«» 
STAftfVM , 
- NOW PLAYING - 
Eve. at 7:35, 9:35 - Sat & Sun. 
Mat. at 2:05 4:05, 5:35 
ft   TARZAN! KING KONG! GOON A GOON A! 
W   BRING'EM BACK ALIVE!   AND NOW- 
IKiaemirr 
ontniseai 
ftmjB.sc 
TMt 
nut 
THAT 
•MANS 
THI LAW Of 
THI JUNGLI...I 
(ONV1VIAUV CONSUMMAItl 
IN  COLOR! 
other jewelry, umbrellas, 
clothing and a wide assort- 
ment of other things. 
Any books in the lost and 
found will be sold to area book 
stores, said James Saddorls, 
campus security director. 
Proceeds from the auction 
will go to the student 
emergency fund. Richard 
Lenhart, assistant dean of 
students, is helping to coor- 
dinate the auction. 
An early announcement of 
the auction is made by Sad- 
dorls to give notice to people 
who still have missing items to 
check at Campus Security, 40 
Williams Hall, before Feb. IS. 
If you can identify an item, 
it will be returned to you 
without cost, Director Sad- 
doris said. 
By Gale Bogle 
Staff Reporter 
The consumer report that 
students have been working on 
for almost a year should be 
ready in another three weeks, 
according to Jim Damicone, 
head of the consumer report 
committee. 
The published report will 
Include a listing of price 
comparisons from stores 
Bowling Green, he said. 
There will be graphs and 
charts showing comparisons 
of types of products, such as 
toothpaste and deodorant, and 
brands of products, such ss 
Crest or Colgate toothpaste in 
the different stores, Damicone 
laid. 
According to Damicone, 
the report will try to show 
reasons why the stores set 
their prices as they do and 
draw some conclusions about 
what students can do about 
high prices. 
"It will take students 
working together and shop- 
ping at one store to force 
others to lower prices," he 
said. 
Places close to campus 
such as Dorsey's or T.O.'a 
charge some of the highest 
prices: 
"They've got the kids over 
a barrel, especially since it's 
winter," Damicone said. 
Damicone said he felt other 
places which overcharged 
were the University Bookstore 
which, he said, makes large 
profits, and the new bus 
service which charges a 
quarter a trip. He said bus 
service is provided free of 
charge at Kent State 
University. 
The surveys were taken by 
eight to ten students who went 
out to the different stores to 
check prices. 
Damicone said he signed 
up to work on the committee 
because of his interest in 
business, then was appointed 
head of the committee last 
quarter. 
He admitted that little had 
been done on the report this 
quarter because the people 
who had been working on it 
had difficulty finding time to 
work. 
The committee has a 
budget from student ac- 
tivities, but so far the only 
expense encountered has been 
a newspaper sd. Preparing 
the report has cost almost 
nothing, according to 
Damicone. 
t TO DO . 
TODaY 
POETRY READING 
Dr. Ann Ridge way, editor 
of Robinson Jeffers' letters, 
will be reading her poetry in 
115 Life Science Bldg. at 3 and 
4 p.m. 
SOCIOLOGY COLLOQIUM 
Dr.   Dan   Perkuchin   will 
speak   on   the   "Guttman 
Scaling"   at  4  p.m.   in   the 
Alumni Room of the Union. 
SKI CLUB 
Will meet at 6 p.m. in 115 
Education Bldg. Yearbook 
pictures will be taken and the 
trip to Blue Mountain, 
Canada, will be discussed. 
LIFE 
Will meet at 7 p.m. in 220 
Math Science Bldg. Everyone 
welcome. 
FRENCHCLUB 
Will  meet at  place  an- 
nounced to members at 7 p.m. 
MIDDLE CLASS 
YOUTH 
Presents "Coming Apart" 
a film by Milton Moses Gin- 
sbrrg starring Rip Tom and 
Sally Klrkland with music by 
the Jefferson Airplane at 8 and 
10 p.m. in 105 Ha 
Admission is 11. 
WIZARD OF ID 
PUZZLE 
By Thomas W. Sealer 
ACROSS 
1'llllK. 
Gravy ilish. 
Hritioii. 
Grotto. 
Texas 
Khrinr. 
Kimaken, 
Portent. 
X. V. winter 
resort. 
X. Ciirolinu 
river. 
Our mutual 
unele. 
"— America 
first, 
.\ ni iii-m 
Ivririst. 
See 41-A. 
Crow-like 
bird. 
Of the sun. 
Hoover,  e.tf. 
Knerity. 
(■up. 
Kleelritleil 
Barticle. 
uekeye 
stule. 
"— Faith- 
ful." 
Desert  in 
Arixomi. 
Actress 
l.ii|>ino. 
Urea) 
Barrier —. 
Australia. 
Hiiwiiiinn 
food. 
Girdled. 
Detroit 
"bull." 
Coterie. 
Dutch 
Africans. 
Pinch. 
Kilible nml 
One of the 
ftOi iibhr. 
Churl. 
til I'eean or 
almond. 
M Scull. 
nwCiilifornia 
tiimiseinrnt 
purl. 
nGhieu'  lilx-i 
71 Mt-ilirinnl 
quantity. 
74 Hoof eilnes. 
75 On bouril 
n liner. 
71 HiiKolll. 
77 Watched. 
7X South —. 
lud. 
DOWN 
1 Gael. 
2 Tibetan 
:iMink. 
3 National 
tuirk in 
"loriiln 
4 Ijiir. 
5 Criticised. 
Ii Tree. 
7 City in 
Iowa. 
K Drank 
rxrcssivclv . 
tl State, .il>ln 
III Plymouth —. 
11 Great Lake. 
12 I't I'M lie II I 1.1 I 
nickname. 
14 Word or 
sorrow. 
IXSprinx. 
211 Sweet 
liquid. 
24 Devour. 
25 Washington 
peak. 
27 Court. 
2K Coiisl 
29 Lubricated. 
:tl Willy 
s:i\ illg. 
:«3 Trieia'a 
home. 
34 Sen iluck. 
35 Uoules I nml 
St, 
37 Knervate. 
30 Binl'i btefc- 
43 Mediterran- 
ean Island. 
44 I.ciltlcr 
entry. 
47 Marsh. 
511— Alamos. 
N.M. 
52 Citrus fiml 
54 Cured 
leather. 
57 Heripicnl or 
a check. 
59 « iu'\|il«iilc(l 
shells. 
Ml lli-lliiu: 
quotation. 
in Public 
ilisturlitiuce. 
Ii2 Actual I MI ii !i 
i.l Frolic. 
117 Sun disk. 
fin Peruse. 
711—   lliclliinl. 
Mass. 
71 SI., rd. 
eounter|Kirt. 
72 Btixlnff. 
Ihrusl. 
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• Field Enterprises, lac, 1171 
Solution lo Yesterday's I'unlr 
nnnran nmnw UHHUI 
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CRYPTOGRAM — By Salo \V. Minkin 
SAI.OWMINK    LOW Ml I.    S A     W I. 
innriis  IJUMIIH  HI-H-H 
OI M.V   STKI'OXK  ST K pyx I. 
SWI'XO    .....   KN. 
nnnn  inn Irannnra 
■nnnn   MM14i.i   Hin.ui.i Yi'sli-nliiy's cr\ iiliiririnn; Wolf WIMHHI mini 
ty^LLyjMMUliiUMHHH". 
by  Brant parkar and Johnny hart 
Dots Your Typ.writ.r Need A Ribboi 
Or Dots Your Ribboi Need A 
Typewriter? 
Call BBM Co.   357-7710 Sol. III. 5 Ms, 
 337 S. Main Si.   Mo .stlc Point Bldg. CLaSSIFIED 
NOW 
SHOWING 
« 7.10 ond 9 10 
So* Sun Mo. 
w Ji10 4   IS and 5 10 
HELD OVER 
2nd WEEK 
Fii...Misic...A.v....rt... 
Pirr-fwCt ii ..cry w.y 
for e,-ryo.-l 
Ge>f with tnm cats who know whmrm it's mi 
... for fun, music and advmntunl 
WMTDBMEY 
Coming - Wed. Feb. 10 
The Year's Best Seller - Now 
The Year's No. 1 Movie 
"Love Story" 
RIDES 
Needed: Rid* to ToMo 
Airport. Man Feb 1 After 
IN Will pay III 371-1425 
■ ■ ■■■ Irom campus. SS 
Mon.-Frl Af as 2-5 353-4541 or 
B2-0H2 
Hard lop for   C to   17 Cor- 
vette  1125 3S3-M13 liter «pm 
Rid. needed to Ohio U. J»n. 
a     will than expenses 
Linda aad Mary 171-I7H0 
N«cd to arrange ride lor girl 
from Miami to B.G. Jan. a la 
trad* lor ride to Miami r«b.«. 
Round Trips only.    Call SI- 
WANTED RETAIL STORE 
MANAGER FOR YOUNG 
SWINGING SHOP loon to h* 
opened In Bowling Green Gal 
with ready to wear experience 
preferred Reply to Mr. Bruce 
Wogman   P.O. Box 97   B.G. 
Grad roommate needed-your 
own room In 3 bedroom apt. at 
Sladlum View   3S2-7«M 
"The Loft" Gallery of fine arts 
IM'i S. Main. Featurtns now 
thru Feb. 13 Photography by 
Thomas Wedell and William 
Hannaen of The Layton School 
of Art Milwaukee. Wu. Tuea- 
Frl. SS Sat. lM 
Music City annual record and 
tape tale "D" l.P's as low as 
n.17,1 tracks as tow as 4.IS 
save now at these fantastic 
prices. 
1 (lrl needed lor apt   Please 
call 3SW1H 
Ride needed to Cleveland 
Airport Friday, Jan. a Call 
Sue 1*175 
Ride needed East on Rt H 
Penn State exit Jan a-c.U 
SheUa Mill 
STLTDENTS-NEED EXTRA 
MONEY' 1*1 me know hist 
what your aseda are aad I'll 
show you an unlimited 
poasibUUy. You cam make all 
the money you want In your 
spare time AH you need la a 
attle ambition and a lot of 
friends. Interviewing evening 
of Jan 77 and Jan. a at 
Holiday Inn. Room 115 or call 
Mr. Rice. 3S1-SZ11   ext   115 
1 female r-mate needed!  Call 
3SS4HI after 4 
Available immedislely for I or 
1 Thurston Manor Call 3SJ- 
5435 of 3SS-7SM from 4 to 7 
Little DHSCC, Congratalattons 
on becoming a cocky active. 
DZ Love, Your Big C Chris. 
Wanted:   1 or 1 girb for apt. 
staring Feb. or March.    3SS- 
For Sale: Fender stratogast 
guitar Goad condition, call 
Rob. 352-5134 
3 bedroom house Its per 
month. Married couple only. 
157-51JJ after S:M 
Wuited:      Furn.   Aprt    for 
married couple spring qtr. 
Call 372-1W2 or 373-3334 
Come Grow With Us. Call 2- 
mi Couasehng Center.   3M 
Studenl Services 
PERSHING RIFLES are the 
best. Congratulations on 
winning Sunday's game. Your 
Sponsors 
Ride need forontto Cleveland 
Fri.. Jan. a. Will Pay. 1-5457 
Ride for one to Erie Pa. Fri. 
Jan. a    Will Psy J-5457 
"Chicago III" at mask city, 
l»N Main Now only N.I7 for 
a double LP 
rO" SALE OR RENT 
If   you 
fantastic lj> and tape sale at 
Music City, you stUI have to 
Jan. 31st to save at our low 
pram 
Male     r-mate     wanted 
Greamiew Apis 3527103 
Maureen i Good Luck on Delta 
Ijtue Sis Love In KD, Cathy 
1 used ride to Cincinnati Fri. 
Jaa. S. Call 1-3112 Apt for 7, available now. Call 
YE OLDE PIZZA PUB- 
Specials 5:00 - 7:01 Tuesday 
and Wednesday-Spagehtti a 
cents 3 servings M cents each 
additional serving. 
Itidaa aasdad 
Area. Jaa. a. 
Mi 
la Springfield 
Call Rhonda t- w> Dedge Cornett 3S3 4 spd. Bucket sea* snd sMreo  Call 
•a-lio 
Riders needed to Bisftal*. NY. 
Leave late afternoon. Jan., a 
CaU Candy 2-3131 
A Pt/flfl-fcTCrtV 
WONDERFUL MEW 
CARTOON FEATURE 
Me 
TECHNICOLOR 
leleme by Iota* VISTA DHlnsuliea Co   IIK  - • tiro Will Disary ereSwhem 
PLUS:      WeH Pl.n.,'. Qlywyle Elk   _ 
Rise rawwad to East Cam., 
Can or PainearlU. this Fri. 
Barbie MSI7 
1170 SUU Spring. Classic- 
style sports car by Fist Must 
aeU.  Best after.  CaU 
ajkjri 
Attantien Eco-Freaks: lJ«e 
maeojig-Wed Jaa. ST 7:M 
pm Roam I 
Will  III there' 
SOU svailable-3 and 4 man 
apartmenu lor ImmedlaU 
rental. 400 Napoleon Rd. 354- 
5771 also taking deposits lor 
summer rental 1-4 man apts 
Pool snd .ir<onditioning 
Excellent     headphones-cost 
«S-Sellforta 
Asoums lor  ssJa-eXW and 
OSO-call 
New apartments for gsris ■ 
For Sak:GlbeonES330electrlc 
haU
°" body guitar Also 
Ahramacousticguitar. Mark 
3S3-N3] 
SJJaJNESS 
owotrrowTiEs 
Reliable      experienced 
eatj sHIsrs. plaaai I aenviaas 
For Sale:   Milt MI awl ■ s. 
string. Classical faltar. 
BaaBantCondllian. «Meask. 
awe M la M0 Hanaa 
Far Sail:   While MT MC-B 
Wire  Wheels.     Overdrive, 
a.iairaha.   CaU 3S4-M14 
Single room lor male student 
near campus pring qtr. Ph. 
SH-7JSI 
Downtown effeciency apt. 
lunaahad. I13a-n«st sign 
kasw) until Sept 1. Available 
Feb. I. CaU 352-1143 days snd 
3S2-SS40 nights. 
Congrats Little Deb on your 
DZactivatlon! Luv. Your Big. 
Cathy 
Don't pat down the Greeks 
until you're sure you don't 
beteag! Don't believe what 
you've heard, believe what 
you see. Come to OK Delt 
house. Weds, night after 
l:M. Your time wm be well 
apoat  
Men's Contraceptives. Im- 
ported and best American 
brands. Details free. Samples 
aad catalogue 11 POP- 
SERVE. Box 120VQP Chapel 
Hill, NC   27S14 
SPECIAL TONIGHT. Veal 
Parwdgisno |12S-aoo-7:M 
only-Fein's Plus Pub. Opea 
Mon.-Sat. at 3:00 
F. r-mate wanwd one Mgbt 
(Fab. 41.  Ph i-ssa 
Lost-one green key cue.   II 
found please caU 35244SI 
PERSONALS 
BEYOND THE ORDINARY 
Custom Engagement Rings by 
PHIUP MORTON, Con- 
Ill  W. 
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By Glenn Waggoner 
Managing Editor 
Jim Fiedler Is nobody's dream of a pro race driver. 
His 1969 Camaro will undoubtedly never grace the slick 
pages of "Hot Rod Magazine." 
In fact, Jim's racing experience might still be limited to 
the streets of Cleveland, were it not for the Bowling Green 
.{ports Car Club's first rally held last Sunday afternoon. 
Since experience or fancy wheels weren't requirements, a 
motley group calling itself "The BG News Racing Team" 
decided to cover the event from the best possible vantage 
point-as contestants. 
BRIMMING WITH innocent optimism, driver Fiedler, 
photographer Gordy Gair, and myself as navigator piled into 
our "rod" and headed for the Lot 6 starting point shortly 
after noon. 
We were shot off cloud nine early. While gassing up at the 
Wooster Street filling station, a hot-looking red Fiat with a 
"Lotus Racing Team" decal on the side was also taking a 
drink. 
16 entrants registering for the rally at Lot 6. Talk about 
variety. Would you believe a Porsche, a VW and a Rambler 
also       entered: 
PRECISION WOULD BE the deciding factor of the rally- 
getting to the right place at the right time. 
Precision is hardly our bag, but luckily, Gordy had a 
watch. Now, if we could figure out what to do with it... 
With ralliers leaving a minute apart, our number nine 
screaming machine left at 1:39 p.m. 
The first "leg" included an odometer check. Our "error 
factor" was 4.3 per cent, but we didn't know what to do with 
it, so we forgot about it. 
ACCORDING TO Ed Holt, one of the planners of the 
event, the rally never took the cars further than 12 miles 
from Bowling Green. 
Still, we got lost twice. 
The route instructions we received (one minute from the 
•••tart) werMHUhe most explicit directions Pre tried tallow. 
For      example: 
Sure enough, it turned up a few minutes later among the "Start counting the telephone and electric poles on the 
^■Jg^pHpaBBalBJIftlflBBajajBJBBJBJBJBHBnipHBBajBHBHBJBJI 
• 
* *, "  ■  ^ 
^\ 
" 
  
. 
• 
yahnywn? 
right side of the road. After you reach at least 120 poles, turn 
right." 
"We counted them on both sides of the road," fumed one 
frustrated driver after the rally. 
The route took us down good roads and stone-covered 
back roads, at speeds averaging from 45 to 20 miles per hour. 
A couple times, Jim somehow got the idea we were behind 
and blasted around several other ralliers, leaving some 
stones and the "peace" sign In our wake. 
We didn't have any instructions about how to handle one 
problem that arose. Jim and Gordy had to relieve them- 
selves. 
IT BECAME a pressing problem, but we didn't want to 
lose the time. 
Then our break came on a stony road on which we were to 
average 21 miles per hour to stay on time. There were no 
other cars in sight. 
So we pulled over, and Jim and Gordy let nature do its 
thhir whU{lBhouted the <imc out the window every five 
seconds. 
After precisely one minute, we pulled out. Then we drove 
42 miles per hour for one minute to make up the lost time, 
congratulating ourselves on our ingenuity. 
WHO WAS "WINNING" this thing was anybody's guess. 
We had been clocked- in at one of the last check points and 
were ready to dig out again when car eight roared in and 
screeched to a stop. He was behind us, by about 2 minutes, 
but should have been ahead. 
As the driver jumped out and sprinted toward the timer, 
Jim shouted, "Are you guys ahead or behind schedule ?" 
"I don't know," the driver shouted back, still running like 
mad. 
Two-and-one-half hours, 153 corn fields, two small towns 
and about 65 miles later, the rally ended at Lum's. 
WE WERE THE THIRD to finish the course. With no 
other explanation than incredible luck, we stared at the 
scoreboard that gave us a second place finish among 16 
entries when all scores were up. 
The winners, Jim Strahm and Jeff Greetham, drove a 
Sunbeam Alpine GT. They attributed their victory to some 
previous rally experience, a few helpful charts and "the 
seats of our pants." 
I asked the two what advice they would offer novice rally 
teams, and they replied, "at least know what a rally is all 
about before you enter one." 
"The BG News Racing Team" got a chuckle out of that. 
Photos by Gordy Gair 
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The anatomy of a goal 
Kent next 'block' 
on Fa/con slate 
By Jack Carle 
Sports Writer 
Two teams in similar situations 
in the Mid-American Conference 
clash tonight in Kent, O. Both 
Bowling Green and Kent are 1-2 in 
the MAC. 
The "up and down again" 
Falcons meet the Kent State Flashes 
who are on the winning trail this 
season. The Falcons are curren- 
tly"down" after losing two straight 
games 
The Flashes are 8-5 on the season 
and 1-2 in the MAC and are coming 
off a big win over St. Josephs of 
Indiana. Kent in their one con- 
ference win was victorious over Ohio 
University and that win was on the 
Flashes home court. Kent also lost a 
close one at home in overtime to 
league-leading Miami 61-59. 
New life has come to the Golden 
Flashes this season in the form of 
Junior-college transfer Ruben 
Vance. Vance is the conference's 
top scorer with a 23.1 points per 
game average. In Kent's last three 
games hi' has hit for a total of 89 
joints 
Another transfer student 6-7 Gary 
Davenport is the center and he was 
the one that sparked the win over 
oil Kent starts another 6-7 player 
in Roger Evans who is a returnee 
from Last year. Evans averaged 11.5 
points a game last season and was 
the leading rebounder on the club for 
the year Evans is the second 
leading field goal shooter in the 
league hitting for 51 and a half per 
cent. He is right behind Vance in 
that department. 
The quarterback of the Kent 
offense is a familar name to Falcon 
basketball fans. He is Mike Foote a 
5-11 guard. Foote is in his third year 
running the Flashes ball-club. Uist 
season he averaged just under ten 
points a game. 
r..-wholes b, ^,.i J. Morgonlholl 
Frosh meet Kent 
on even terms 
The fifth Kent starter is 6-0 guard 
Tom Hint/ Hintz saw action in 18 
games last season in a reserve role 
for the Flashes. This season he 
teams with Foote and Vance to give 
Kent a form of a three-guard of- 
fense. Hintz is one of the top foul 
shooters in the conference hitting 46 
per cent of his field goal attempts. 
At times this season Kent 
coach Frank Truitt lias gone with 6-5 
sophomore Tom Winrow and a 
traditional offense but in recent 
games he has gone with the smaller, 
quicker line-up. 
Coach Bob Conibear will counter 
with the same starters that went 
against Marshall last Saturday 
night. Jim Connallv the league's 
seventh leadingscorer averaging 16.4 
will be matched against Kent's two 
6-7 men Tom Scott and Dalynn 
Badenhop will help Connally grab 
rebounds while Rich Walker ar.d 
Bob Quayle will be the guards. 
Walker is the conference's fourth 
leading scorer hitting for 18.1 points 
a game for the Falcons who are the 
only team in the conference that 
have an overall losing record, at 4-8. 
"We are looking for the same 
type of game that we have been 
playing all year but without the 
mistakes," commented Conibear. 
"You play a little different game 
when you are behind and tend to try 
too hard." 
Coach Conibear indicated that 
both teams play the same style of 
game, and all the Falcons have to do 
is get it together and play the game 
as a team not letting one of two 
players try and win the game by 
themselves. 
The best result of the playing 
together theme was the Miami game 
where BG won 78-68. Even if Miami 
is in the MAC drivers seat at 4-1 the 
Falcons have inflicted their only 
loss. 
By Joe UMI , in. k 
Spurts Writer 
With almost a third of their 
season complete, the freshman 
basketball team will be out to im- 
prove their present 2-2 mark tonight 
when they invade Kent State. 
The yearling Golden Flashes 
currently sport a 4-1 record, having 
victories over Baldwin Wallace, 
Case Tech, Cleveland Satte, and 
Muskingum while losing to Ohio 
State. 
Kent and the Falcons are fairly- 
even on the height with their tallest 
man being Dave Steen a 6'7 center 
from Mansfield Malabar. Other big 
men for the Flashes include Ted 
Freeman, 6'5 all State forward from 
Steubenville and Ed McCall R'5 
forward from l.orain Admiral King. 
Probable starters for the Falcons 
tonight will be Jim Kindle, Steve 
Breitigam. Bob Hotaling, Chuck 
Novak, and either Jack Wissman or 
Brian Sranlon. 
FROSH FOUR GAME STATISTICS 
\ 
Matmen go after tough TU 
Kindle 
Wissman 
Breitigam 
Hotaling 
Novak 
Scanlon 
McCoy 
Ardington 
Bobalik 
Barefoot 
Haughn 
Miller 
re 
28 
24 
25 
20 
19 
10 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
16 
15 
9 
15 
9 
5 
1 
4 
4 
2 
0 
0 
RB 
10 
63 
19 
55 
47 
25 
5 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
TP 
72 
32 
59 
24 
53 
30 
:t 
4 
4 
2 
2 
0 
AVG 
11.0 
15.1 
14.1 
13.1 
11.8 
6.3 
2.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
0.7 
0.0 
It's the battle for the championship of 
Northwest Ohio tonight at 8 p.m. when the 
University of Toledo and Bowling Green clash 
on the mats in Toledo Field House. 
TU, eleventh in the nation last year and 
ranked nationally again, are 6-1 on the season 
and have already upended perennially strong 
MAC foe Kent State. The Rockets boast four 
undefeated men and their lineup is one that 
Coach Bruce Bellard of BG regards as second 
in the league only to Ohio University. 
"It's an experienced team," Bellard said. 
"It's one of their best in recent years." They 
have Ron Junko, sixth in the nation last year 
at 134 and Greg Wojciechowski. second 
nationally at heavyweight. Both were MAC 
champs." 
Junko and Wojciechowski are 7-0 in dual 
meet competition so far and two other TU 
wrestlers also are without a loss. Sam 
Schicianoi 150) is 3-0-1 and Bill Altimore (190) 
is 3-0. These two gained fourth place finishes 
last year in the conference meet. Wayne 
Ember (118) was second in the MAC a year 
ago. 
Tom Bowers must take on Ember in the 
first match. Then I,es Arko, Steve Taylor, 
Dave Wolfe and Steve Hardy, respectively, 
will have the job of trying to end the wins 
streaks of Junko, Schiciano, Altimore and 
Wojciechowski. 
Familiar faces will appear in the rest of 
the matches for the Falcons with the ex- 
ception of 126. Len Corsi or Mark Contos will 
fill that spot for Al Womack. 
It's time to break a few win streaks. 
ThBtsA sure sone 
QO0d F&qliAlS ftzZA / 
.phoNe 35Q.-7S?/ 
SUWOAY-Thuffcofty 
1 CO?!*) - i>Mte 1 
FRfO/Vf-5AT<J«eDAY 
N.-ipho.o by Nail 01. 
Whitman Candy 
For Valentines Day 
Lg. Assortment Of 
Hearts and Cards 
Dorseys 
Drugs 
500 E. booster 
"By The TrockV 
Wssttri 
tickots 
Coupon exchange for 
the Western Michigan 
game will be held 
through Friday. 
Memorial Hall Ticket 
office hours are from I 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Coupon No. 11 is the 
designated ticket for the 
game with the Broncos. 
PIZZA IS 
